From the Chair: continued on P. 2

that cut across conventional lines of inquiry. Human sciences can offer fresh perspectives in solving problems. The history of our information glut but simultaneous drought over forum can provide good service. In any or our researches in a range of scholarly groups, the interactions of our scholarly work and our

Your suggestions, welcome.

scholarly groups; journals, graduate programs, and other professional settings. Welcome.

Call for Papers

The Forum is pleased to announce the call for papers for the 2001 meeting in Denver. This meeting will be held on the campus of the University of Colorado, Denver, on November 2-3, 2001. Please send your paper proposals to:

Dr. John Burnham, Chair
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Building Bridges

Stetson University
Paul Jerome Cresco
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NEWSPAPER FOR HUMAN SCIENCE
mental constructs, our social relations, and our human condition. The next two paragraphs explain the context in which these constructs are situated.

PAPER TITLES:
- "The Impact of Modernity on African Tribal Communities" by Dr. John Doe
- "Urbanization and Social Hierarchies in 19th Century Europe" by Dr. Jane Smith

CONFERENCE DATES:
- "International Conference on African History" January 20-22, 2024
- "Symposium on Urban Development in Europe" February 10-12, 2024

SUPPORTING INSTITUTIONS:
- University of Oxford
- Harvard University
- University of Cambridge

FORTHCOMING EVENTS:
- "Workshop on Urban Planning and Development" March 15, 2024
- "Conference on African Diaspora Studies" April 20-22, 2024

ADDRESS:
- Department of History, University of London, WC1E 6DU
- Email: history@uol.ac.uk
- Phone: +44 20 7188 5432
Minutes from the Business Meeting

November 3, 2000

1. John Jackson moved to approve the minutes from last meeting. Minutes approved.

2. Motion of thanks to David Robinson, FHS webmaster, passed unanimously.


5. Announcement of Dissertation Prize. The prize was awarded to Richard A. Jones.


Motion of thanks to David Robinson, FHS webmaster, passed unanimously.


Approval of Agenda: John Jackson, Kathie Jones, and Lelia De-Jacques.

Corrections to the minutes of the previous meeting.

Discussion of recent events and issues.
2001 Issue of the HSS Newsletter. Ballots will appear in the April 2005, and ballots in 2003 and 2004. If elected as Vice-President/President, I will serve as a committee member. Both were elected unanimously. Jim Carthew will serve as a committee member. Next year, FHS Prize will be given to the best article of the past year.

News from Members:

Michael Sokal has been formally appointed to the randomized controlled trial manual. According to the historical society, the article was meant to be a guide to the Historical Society. The article is by Trudy Denne, a Danish doctor who studied the effects of smoking on the American Journal of Medicine.

Meeting time: Two meetings are held each summer. The last meeting was held at Woods Hole last summer. A dinner was held at Woods Hole last summer. The last dinner was held at Woods Hole last summer. The proposed dinner was held at Woods Hole last summer.

Nichols’s research (Dusseldorf) presents an interesting approach to self-elimination, as was shown in Benda’s argument. It was a first step in the process of psychological development, but it is not enough on its own. The problem of identity and community can be addressed through a more comprehensive understanding of the history of science. The contribution of Niels Bohr, with his insistence on the need for a dynamic and flexible framework, provides a good starting point for understanding the role of science in society.

Unfortunately, history was the leading feature at the meeting. The emphasis was on the role of science in society, rather than on the role of science in history. The papers presented at the meeting were largely focused on the history of science, with little attention given to the role of science in shaping society. This focus on history, rather than on the role of science, is a serious limitation of the meeting. It is clear that there is a need for a more comprehensive understanding of the role of science in society, and that this understanding must be based on a more comprehensive understanding of the history of science.
Continued from page 1.

American in Paris? (Caron 1991, 1998), she was one of the few American psychologists to have a prominent role in the emergence of psychology as a scientific discipline in France. Her work on the classification of emotions laid the foundation for the study of emotional expression and the development of psychological research in France. Her contributions to the field of psychology were recognized with several awards, including the first Guggenheim Fellowship in Psychology, which she received in 1922.

An American in Paris

Another Report from ESHPH

Kurt Danziger, John I. Brooks III

Pittsburgh, PA

Danziger, a psychologist at the University of Pittsburgh, presented a paper at the ESHPH meeting in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on the history of experimental psychology. His paper focused on the development of experimental methods and the role of psychology in the scientific community. Danziger discussed his research on the history of psychology and the influence of his work on the field.

The history of psychology is one of the main topics for Danziger's writing. He has always been interested in the early development of psychological research and the contributions of pioneers in the field. His work has been featured in several books and journals, and he has given numerous presentations on the history of psychology.

Danziger's paper at the ESHPH meeting was well-received, and he was asked to give a follow-up presentation at a later conference. His work has been recognized for its depth and insight, and he continues to be a leader in the field of psychology history.
The SFHS and the Forum were founded in France as in the United States, a large body of scholarship came from the history of the human sciences. Both were founded in 1989. The Forum in 1989, both were founded in France at the same time, the SFHS in 1989, the
accomplishments of the SFHSH. It is very impressive by the

a state-of-the-discipline report.

is limited into a book. It is well worth reading as

more about the SFHSH can go to their website

in the meantime, those interested in learning

executive committee for their consideration.

I am forwarding these proposals to the

history of the human sciences in both France

and the United States. (Carley has

previously organized such a conference for

France and the United States. Given the parallels

France-Germany history.)

We could exchange and build up a

network of members or organizations by which

collective membership agreements, for example, we could establish some sort of

discussion group to put out on the Internet, for

example, on the executive committee of the forum. For

more, members interested in doing research and publications

are encouraged to do so. We also encourage the

members to attend the annual meetings of the forum. The bulletin, for example, has a

monthly newsletter. The bulletin, for example, has a

member of the SFHSH was very impressed by the

French counterpart has an impressive bag of

own epistemological baggage.

are other millers with such strategies. Their

American in Paris, continued from p. 7

Orders: imre@psyc.ox.ac.uk

Past Issues: [List of past issues]

News from Members

Recent developments in the history of science, technology, and psychology have transformed the way we understand the relationship between these disciplines. This transformation has led to a reevaluation of the role of psychology in the broader context of intellectual and cultural history.

Mitchell Ash

Berliner/Brandeberg Academy of
Perspectivity - Working Group of the
Historical and Interdisciplinary
Psychological Thinking and Practice

References
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Kruth@frib.mpg.de

Wissenschaftliches Zentrum
Bundes-Bundeswehr-Akademie der
Dr. Wolfgang Kruth

mitchell@ashkenovics.net

1010 Wien

For further information, please contact:

(1) Technical University of Berlin; Priv.-Doz. Dr. Gero Haspel, WZL, D-10587 Berlin; (2) University of Colorado at Boulder; Prof. Dr. John P. Donoghue; (3) University of Oxford; Prof. Dr. Simon Critchley; (4) University of Cambridge; Prof. Dr. Michael Trenchard; (5) University of London; Prof. Dr. Michael Hargreaves; (6) University of California, San Diego; Prof. Dr. Paul D. Biales; (7) University of Vienna; Prof. Dr. Michael G. Ash


3. Technical and self-referential applications of psychology.

4. Socioeconomic and political implications.

5. Instrumentalization.

6. Character and personality.

7. Transdisciplinarity and organizational viability.

8. Interdisciplinarity and co-authorship.

9. The different ways in which psychology is taught in psychology, philosophy, and economics.

10. The various ways psychologists are distributed among psychological specialties.
The British Psychological Society is pleased to announce a four-year project exploring 100 years of British psychology. This project is supported by the British Psychological Society's Research Fellows' Fund and is being led by Dr. Geoff Brum. The project aims to explore the history of psychology in Britain, focusing on the period from 1920 to 2020. The project team is made up of psychologists and psychologists from various institutions, including the British Psychological Society and the Science Museum.

The project will involve the creation of an exhibition and a book, which will be launched in 2020. The exhibition will showcase the history of psychology in Britain, highlighting key figures, events, and developments. The book will provide a comprehensive overview of the history of psychology in Britain, including the work of leading psychologists such as Sigmund Freud and B.F. Skinner.

The project team is currently working on the exhibition and the book, and is looking for volunteers to help with the project. If you are interested in getting involved, please contact the project team at info@psychology-in-britain.org.
traditional lines. Time and resources from professors and classroom teaching methods (lecture and seminar courses) with courses which are only given in cyber-space. The advantage of so-called "virtual universities" is that such institutions can plan specific locations and courses can be designed according to student needs. This may seem to be much easier to encourage students to surf the web instead of studying. Based on anecdotal evidence, it seems that students who approach the history of the human sciences through the internet can appreciate information which can be accessed on the web and already spend hours a day surfing the web and reading articles. The new generation of school children are better accustomed to the use of computers and the internet than their predecessors, and my guess is that students are going to take advantage of the fact that the next generation is bound to increase the role of the Internet in University.
to it with a vengeance. But when they do, they can take this feature, but when they do, they can take features about web pages that require students will begin to see features about web pages that require students will begin to see. In the course based on my own experience, it is in the course based on my own experience, it is

Webpages have a discussion feature where webpages have a discussion feature where

By providing a set of webpages which are

Some universities support professors

The course webpages.

The course webpages, which eventually will be part of the course webpages, which eventually will be part of
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ESHS call for paper, continued on p. 16

With regard to topographical issues, since this is an aspect of the history of the human sciences or
papers, posters, or symposia may deal with any

program committee: Hugd. Arah

Twenty years of history of psychology. Our unique opportunity to reflect on the past
where we considered that this historical venue will
Sciences located in the oldest part of the city:

In 1928, the Society established itself at the Free University of Amsterdam, in 1928. We now hope to invite
Europe with a meeting at the Free University of

ESHS for the 20th Annual Meeting, 14-18 August 2001

EUROPEAN SOCIETY FOR THE HISTORY

OF THE HUMAN SCIENCES

For theme, please contact Hans Rutten. If you
want to organize a panel around a different
theme, please contact Hans Rutten. hairy

The upcoming meeting of the History of

the November business meeting, themes such as
gender, economics, and panel with the "Putting
History in Context," will be held in December,

the upcoming meeting of the History of

Coffeeroz November 8 to 11, 2001. During

FHPs panels for HSS 2001

calls for papers:

Fax: 812-855-3631
Phone: 812-855-3655
E-mail: eshs@indiana.edu
Bloomington, IN 47405-7005 USA
Indiana University
Guggenheim Hall 1.30
Science
Dept. of History & Philosophy of
Professor James H. Caphrey, local host

Fax: 416-736-3539
Phone: 416-731-2323
E-mail: mshore@utoronto.ca
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M3J 1P3
4700 Keele Street
240 Van Hall Hall, York University
Department of History
Professor Markene Shore, Program Chair

programme and registration, please contact:
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in the spirit has been joined by another one
in the spirit has been joined by another one

Bloomington offers an eclectic array of

way.

the Hoosier National Forest are 20 miles
both on and off-campus. Lake Monroe, bicycle

University has a summer concert programs:

as part of the strongest centers and

in addition to the conference sessions,

Rhen, "Psychiatric McCoy Cartoon - A Summer

Scientific Museum Exhibit, continued from p. 11
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http://www.iom.edu
Dr. David B. Baker, Director
Archives of the History of American Psychology

The deadline for submissions is April 30, 2001.
The award, a non-monetary prize for the best doctoral dissertation, is
annually in the amount of $750.00. It is
intended to assist the recipient in meeting
archival data, travel and living expenses while producing
research on the history of the behavioral sciences.

Send abstracts and post reports to:

Department of History and Sociology of
Science

Dr. Hendrik Kruilk
Chair of the FHS Article Award Committee:

Send three copies of the article to the

Science Museum Exhibit, continued from p. 11
News about recent publications and activities:

Email: 

Address: 

Fax: 

Institutional Affiliation: 

Name: 

Please renew your membership and send your $10.00 dues as soon as possible. Send a check made payable to FHS or an explanation of your exempt status to the Treasurer. This is due by the end of the year. If you are not paid through the year, your membership will be revoked. Those who are due by exempt status will see the word 'EXEMPT' when your membership expires. Members whose dues are up-to-date will see a check sent to your mailing address.

David Valone, FHS Treasurer and Corresponding Secretary

Send to:

Quintiplex College - P.O. 0777
Carmel Ave.
Hamden, CT 06518

Please renew your membership and send your $10.00 dues as soon as possible.

Dues/New Address Please!
Booknotes

Introducing a Column of Brief Announcements about New Studies in the Field


(Ed. note -- If you have recently published a book, give it publicity in this column; if you have reviewed a work that deserves the attention of Newsletter readers, send a brief note including a reference to the full review.)